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In the past 2 decades, the literature has been flooded with
studies that attempt to define historical, physical, or laboratory
findings that alone or in some combination can be used to risk-
stratify emergency department (ED) patients.1 The rationale for
this work is that such risk-stratification tools will identify low-
risk patients who do not require additional evaluation during
their ED visit. Because the elements of the tool (eg, history,
physical, laboratory testing) are typically easier to acquire than
the alternative action (eg, computer imaging), the tool will
ostensibly decrease use, reduce costs, and avoid adverse effects of
the alternate test (eg, consequences of ionizing radiation).

In this issue, Zongo et al2 present their work on S100-B, a
marker they posit may identify patients at such low risk for
clinically important head injury that cranial computed
tomography (CT) can be avoided. Their article is similar to
many other risk-stratification tool efforts in that it systematically
discounts the physician’s capacity to stratify patients without
such heuristics.

Research that fails to test the decision rule against physician
judgment is implicitly predicated on 3 assumptions: (1) in the
absence of the tool, the physician will order the alternate test or
therapy; (2) the prediction tool will be more accurate than
physician judgment; and (3) the tool neutralizes subjectivity
either by posing defined clinical criteria or by introducing
biomarkers as the arbiter of further resource use.

The first of these assumptions is sometimes true. Some tests
are reflexively ordered for the majority of patients with a given
chief complaint. For most tests, however, practice is highly
variable both among individuals and among institutions.3 We
certainly should not assume, however, that in the absence of a
decision rule the alternate test will be performed. For example,
the use of head CT in minor trauma is highly variable and
constantly changing according to such factors as availability of
CT, societal beliefs about benefits and harms, and
reimbursement—factors that often have little to do with the
medical value of the test.4,5

The second assumption, that physicians make less accurate
decisions without a rule, is systematically unstudied and lacks
face validity. Consider an analogy: there is often vocal

disapproval in the medical community when a new drug or a
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evice is studied in a randomized trial comparing it with
lacebo or a suboptimal alternative.6 Critics appropriately point
ut that these “controls” do not accurately represent clinical
ractice in the absence of the new drug. Any new drug, it is
rgued, should be compared with the current best treatment.
resuming this logic to be sound, there should be equal distrust
f any risk-stratification tool that has been evaluated without
omparison with its natural alternative, physician judgment.

With this comparative standard, risk-stratification tools such
s clinical decision aids, serum markers, and clinical guidelines
ave often been profoundly disappointing. This is particularly
rue in the case of tools such as S100-B, putatively designed to
educe the need for imaging. In studies of D-dimer for
ulmonary embolism,7,8 a validated clinical decision aid for
inor head injury,9 clinical guidelines for imaging in low back

ain,10 and a validated decision aid to reduce ankle imaging,11

isk-stratification tools have led to increases in the use of imaging
esources. Thus, there is little empiric reason to believe that
100-B or any other biomarker should outperform a trained
hysician in any metric and good reason to doubt this
roposition. Apart from human chorionic gonadotropin to
etect very early pregnancy in fertile, sexually active women,12

ew biomarkers or clinical decision aids have been demonstrated
o be superior to physician judgment.

Finally, the third assumption—that a decision rule objectifies
udgment—is erroneous. Humans introduce subjectivity in

any ways. When a patient reports that he or she has a
eadache, substernal chest pain, and joint pains and was in a
otor vehicle crash 2 days earlier, the triage nurse must choose
single chief complaint, one that may define which decision aid
ets applied; when a physician is told that a headache “came on
ver 5 minutes and is the worst of my life,” he or she may or
ay not classify this as a “thunderclap” headache; providers
ust decide how hard to press when eliciting “tenderness of the

ateral malleolus”; clinicians must similarly decide which
atients generate adequate suspicion to trigger serum D-dimer
esting. As these examples demonstrate, risk-stratification tools
o not eliminate subjectivity; they merely shift it from one
omain (eg, does this patient need this test?) to another (eg, is
his patient eligible for this decision rule?).

The most common existing research model for clinical
rediction instruments (of which risk-stratification tools are one
ype) has traditionally included 3 phases: derivation, validation,

nd impact analysis.13,14 In the derivation phase, a tool is
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developed according to projected sensitivity and specificity.
Validation studies then test the tool to ensure that the test
characteristics witnessed in the development phase persist when
the rule is applied clinically. In the final step, impact analysis
studies compare the use of the tool to nonuse of the tool, most
often with metrics such as use of imaging or clinical outcomes.
This model is flawed. Why should comparison to physician
judgment be the final phase? Should not the first step be to
evaluate whether the rule or biomarker offers anything beyond
what can be achieved by an unaided clinician? Future risk-
stratification tool studies should turn the model on its head by
testing unstructured physician judgment in the derivation and
validation phases. In the case of S100-B, studies should include
a physician judgment limb that could easily be conducted by
asking the physician before the test results are known whether
he or she believes that the patient is going to have (a) an
abnormal CT result and (b) an abnormal CT result that results
in treatment. This small addition would put physician
judgment, our current practice standard, back in to the equation
before widespread use of the tool. And when decision rule
evaluations include a physician judgment limb, it is likely that
we will begin to see results suggesting that, for many clinical
questions, physician judgment is as good as or better than
biomarkers or decision aids. Studies showing that physician
judgment, although imperfect, is equivalent to or better than
risk-stratification tools will empower physicians and should
inform society that physicians who make such judgments with
due care should be no more or less responsible for rare bad
outcomes than physicians who use biomarkers or “validated”
decision aids.

Institutional review boards and funding agencies should not
approve studies of risk stratification that do not have a physician
judgment limb because the absence of such a limb
institutionalizes the false notion that biomarker testing and
other pseudo-objective forms of medical practice are superior to
physician evaluation alone. Instead of accepting such a notion,
let us test it. As with any such tool, it is only reasonable to
incorporate S100-B into practice if it is superior to practice
without it.
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